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In part, what makes the shot-on-video Zombie Christ interesting is not just their own label of “The Most 

Blasphemous Story Ever Told,” but the sheer audacity and goofiness of it. 

 

Perhaps it is because I am not a Christian that I am not riled by this, but neither am I a Death Metal fan, 

as obviously is the diminutive and cleverly named director Bill Zebub. His film credits include the 

documentaries Death Metal: Are We Watching You Die, Metal Retardation, Black Metal: The 

Documentary, and the fictional Metalheads: The Good, the Bad, and the Evil, Assmonster: The Making of 

a Horror Movie, The Worst Horror Movie Ever Made, and the equally noxiously named Jesus Christ: Serial 

Rapist (many of these trailers – and more – appear on this DVD as bonuses).  

 

For the purposes of this film, Jesus is resurrected by some Druids (before the film starts) and he (I will 

use the smaller case “he” for this review) is looking for his descendants via Mary, who had two of his 

children according to this plot. The term zombie here is used more classically as the walking dead rather 

than the modern flesh-eating ghouls. Zombie Jesus eats the souls of the (nearly exclusively naked) 



women of his bloodline. 

 

What is disturbing is the way women are victimized throughout (though men are brutalized as well, but 

on a lesser scale). It seems everyone is heavily inked, metaled up (even Jesus as he appears in his own 

lifetime has a lip ball); however, the women are quite young and beautiful (and in at least one case, 

stoned out of her mind), but the men are middle aged, oftentimes bald with scraggly facial hair, and 

well, lets just say could use to shed a few. 

 

This is part of why I stated that there are actually some amusing aspects of this purposefully offensive 

release. First of all, Zombie Jesus is a skeletal puppet with some meaty bits pasted on and a crown of 

thorns. There is no point where the skeleton moves in a natural way (i.e., no CGI or pixilation used), and 

the one special effect when he “walks” on water, the blue screen (green screen?) effect is laughable and 

out of scale. As the skeleton uses a chicken leg to perform a sex act, or his bony finger, if one can get 

past the screaming misogyny and “sacrilege,” it’s pretty damn droll in its own way. 

 

There are also some noticeable question marks for me, such as a nun in full habit (at first) who is 

wearing moth-shaped designed underwear, black leather heels, and sporting a Brazilian wax. Also there 

are other plot holes, such as the role of the hero, who is he in relation to the story, and how did he get a 

list of who is in the bloodline? And the ending, well, it’s just ridiculous, but no more than anything else, 

so if you’ve put up a large enough suspension of disbelief to reach that point, it won’t matter. I laughed 

at parts.  

 

One would think this film preaches Satanism; I’m not sure what Bill Zebub actually believes, despite his 

nom de cinema, but the message here is certainly questioning the Judeo-Christian belief system, 

claiming Christianity was created by the Romans (which seems unlikely to me as they persecuted the 

followers so harshly, as the Church would do unto others through the years), and that the story of Jesus 

is actually a retelling of the Dionysus myth (this is explained in detail, step-by-step, throughout the film 

by the male protagonist. 

 

Now comes the dilemma… to recommend or not. Well, while I enjoyed some aspects of it for what it 

was, it was a bit too much in the W.A.V.E.-style S&M cinema for me (and no sign of Tina Krause) to really 

say a general “go see it.” It’s all up to you, now. 


